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1INTRODUCTION
IN THIS paper, we develop a two-equation model of short-term cap-
ital outflows from the United States, in which Americans' demand for
short-term foreign assets and foreigners' supply to us of their liabil-
ities are both determined by considerations of relative yield (in the case
of foreign liabilities, relative cost) and relative risk. The reduced-form
solution of this model is tested empirically (using quarterly data for
1959—1967), following Willett and Forte [24] and Miller and Whitman
[l9], by breaking the total capital flow into its "stock-adjustment" and
"flow-adjustment" components.
A number of empirical studies of the short-term capital account
have been conducted, most of them utilizing a single-equation approach
which rests on the assumption, explicit or implicit, that American lend-
ers' demand for foreign assets of this type is infinitely elastic; i.e., that
Americans are willing to lend foreigners all they want to borrow at the
going price. In this group are the studies of Bell [2], Kenen [14, 15],
and Bryant and Hendershott [5]. Arndt [I] and Hawkins [11] use an-
other variant of a single-equation approach by estimating netflowsof
short-term capital in the Canadian balance of payments, rather than
developing separate equations for transactions conducted by Cana-
dians and those conducted by foreigners.
In a pioneering study, Stein [21] has developed a theory of capital
NOTE: Theauthors are grateful to A. Maeshiro of the University of Pittsburgh for
his assistance. The research was financed by National Science Foundation Grant No.
S-80238.
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flows in which American short-term claims on foreigners are assumed
to equal American holdings of foreign exchange, and vice versa for
foreign short-term claims on us.' Using this "foreign-exchange mar-
ket" approach to capital flows, he arrives at a reduced-form equation
for American claims on foreigners by first solving a set of equations
•for the exchange rates consistent with simultaneous equilibrium in the
spot and forward markets. He then substitutes the equilibrium spot
rate into an expression that defines the current supply of foreign ex-
change to Americans as equal to their previous holdings, plus or minus
the basic balance of payments of the United States (this latter depend-
ing on the equilibrium spot rate). The very low R2's generated when
Stein tested the model for flows of short-term capital might be due, in
part, to the fact that the model does not contain an explicit behavior
equation for the amount that foreigners wish to borrow from us. The
problem is that although Stein's model is in simultaneous-equation
form, he implicitly includes the foreign supply of assets to us in the
aggregate basic-balance variable.
in a recent book which represents the most exhaustive investiga-
tion of the financial capital account of the United States to date, B ran-
son [3] assumes implicitly that American short-term claims on foreign-
ers are strictly of the "trade-credit" variety. His model utilizes a
risk-and-return approach to derive a function for the supply of foreign
assets to the United States. The American demand for such assets
does not appear explicitly in the model. Branson, like Stein before
him, solves a model of the foreign-exchange market to show that the
equilibrium spot and forward exchange rates will depend on (among
other things) the expected future spot rate. Again following the lead
of Stein, Branson develops an empirical estimate of such expectations
and uses this as one of many explanatory variables in his estimating
equation. In empirical tests of this model for American short-term
claims on foreigners, Branson obtained k2's that range between .42
and
Steinactuallydeveloped and tested two separate models, one of which was based on
the assumption that interest-rate differentials determine capital flows, and the other on
the more reasonable assumption that interest-rate differentials determine the stock of
claims on foreigners.
2 We are reporting here only on that portion of Branson's extensive work on the
capital account of the United States that relates to this paper.THE OUTFLOW OF SHORT-TERM FUNDS FROM THE U.S.•255
Ourstudy differs from previous efforts in two important ways.
First, we assume that the stock of short-term claims on foreigners is
determined by the simultaneous interaction of the American demand
for such assets and the foreign supply of same to us. These demand
and supply functions are derived from utility-maximization assump-
tions for American creditors and foreign debtors, along Tobin-Mar-
kowitz lines [23], [J7].3 The foreign supply of assets to us will de-
pend in part on the need to finance trade and in part on any of the other
sundry reasons why a debtor may need money. Of particular interest
is the fact that the American demand for foreign short-term assets (and,
hence, the flow of short-term capital abroad) depends in part on the
business cycle in the United States, a relationship which has found its
way into recent macroeconomic models by H. G. Johnson [13] and
Floyd [8], but which has been verified empirically only for flows of
long-term portfolio capital by Miller and Whitman [19] and by Branson
[3]. Second, the empirical tests here do not estimate the flow of capital
with a single equation (as have all other studies) but follow the sug-
gestion of Willett and Forte [24] and the study of long-term capital
flow by Miller and Whitman [19] in dividing the total flow intotwo com-
ponents. The first is the stock-adjustment component, which arises
when changes in exogenous variables cause alterations in either the
American creditors' desired ratio of short-term foreign assets to total
assets in their portfolios, or in the foreign debtors' desired ratio of
borrowings from America to total borrowings. The second is the flow-
adjustment component, which arises when American creditors increase
the total size of their portfolios and, hence, buy more foreign assets.
When this technique of separating stock adjustment and flow adjust-
ment is combined with the simultaneous-equation approach, geared
to take account of risks and returns, the result is a theory of short-term
Grubel[10] has pointed out that the "risk-return" approach is required in order to
explain the simultaneous two-way flows of international capital observed in the world.
Bryant and Hendershott [5] apply a Tobin-Markowitz model to the statistical investiga-
tion of Japanese short-term borrowing from the United States. A statistical investiga-
tion of long-term portfolio capital outflows from the United States to Canada. using the
• mean-variance framework, has recently been published by Lee [18]. A paper by the
authors [19] applies this approach to the investigation of aggregate long-term portfolio
investment by the United States. Levin[16] and Feldstein [7] also use the mean-variance
approach in theoretical work on capital flows.256 •INTERNATIONALMOBILITY AND MOVEMENT OF CAPITAL
flows of capital that holds up much better under empirical testing than
have previous efforts along .these lines.
2THEMODEL
A. DEMAND FOR SHORT-TERM FOREIGN ASSETS
In terms of a risk-and-return theory of portfolio selection, the
ratio of foreign to total risky assets held in the portfolios of American
investors depends on both relative rates of return and the relative risk-
iness associated with each group of risky assets—foreign and domestic.
The expected rate of return, on a portfolio "A ,"containingboth
risky short-term foreign assets (K) and risky domestic assets (D), and
the standard deviation of this rate of return can be expressed as
(I)
= + (I —
Wis the ratio of short-term foreign to total risky assets in the
portfolio, i.e., WK/(K + D) =K/A,and where andare the
expected returns on short-term foreign assets and domestic risky as-
sets,andare the variances ofand and F is the simple
correlation coefficient betweenand (Definitions of all symbols
are summarized in the Appendix.)
The determination of the desired combination of domestic and
foreign assets; characterized by the parameters for risk and return
given above, is presented very briefly here, since we have discussed
it in detail elsewhere [19]. The locus of all efficient portfolio combi-
nations, such that isa minimum for any given is indicated
graphically by the opportunity locus LL in Figure 1. The optimum
among this infinity of efficient combinations is determined by the point
The mean-variance approach to the theory of portfolio choice requires one of two
alternative assumptions: that investors' utility functions are quadratic, or that they view
the range of probable outcomes from a financial investment in terms of a normal dis-
tribution. See Tobin [22].1TA
oftargency between the LL locus and the capital-market line, PZ,
which represents the locus of attainable combinations of risk and return
from various portfolio combinations of risky and riskiess assets.5 At
the equilibrium point Q,themarginal tradeoff between risk and return
in the optimal bundle of risky assets is equated with the risk-return
tradeoff between homogenous bundles from this optimal set of risky
assets and the riskless asset.8 Algebraically, the optimum repre-
sented at Qisfound by substituting (1) and (2) into the expression for
the slope of the capital-market line, and into the expression
For a concise summary and critique of theSharpe model[20]. in which the concept
of the capital market line is developed by applying Tobin's separation theorem. see
Fama [6]. Note that the fact that the capital market fine goes through the origin assumes
that Iheriskless asset has zero yield. e.g., cash.
Note that each investor may choose a different optimum position along PZ,butfol-
lowing Tobin's separation theorem [23], the optimum combination of risky assets.
doesnot depend upon this final resting place. That is, isindependent of the ratio of
risky to riskless assets in the investor's total portfolio.
•-
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for the slope of the opportunity locus, equating
these slopes, and solving for W* to yield 7,8,9
(3)
Re = — 0 (for the relevant data); and >0
I. f'<0
0; 0.
B. THE SUPPLY OF SHORT-TERM FOREIGN ASSETS TO AMERICANS
Just as the utility derived from lending can be expressed as a
function of the expected return on a portfolio of assets and the variance
("risk") associated with that expected return, so can the disutility of
borrowing be expressed as a function of the expected cost of borrow-
ing,and the variance associated with it, Such a one-parameter
quadratic function expressing disutility can be written as fol-
lows: '°
(4)
This formulation isbasedin the simplifying assumption that r = constant.
0 holds when Re < I/We,acondition that is always fulfilled in this study.
The B term could be either positive or negative, since an implies<
IfB <0 (as when r= I), then W* could conceivably be negative, reflecting the fact
that it might pay to go long in one asset and short in another when their yields are
perfectly correlated. However, since we observe only positive W's in the data, we
assume that B > 0, which insures that W > 0.
0 Levin [16, Ch. 3], Branson [3, Ch. 2], and Bryant and l-lendershott [5] have inde-
pendently utilized an approach to the theory of foreign supply of assets similar to ours.






E(DU)= (I+ + + (4')
On the assumption thatt/i is a positive constant, this function yields
a family of indifference curves of the type depicted in Figure 2. These
curves are negatively sloped, implying that higher borrowing costs
must be associated with a lower variance in these costs in order to keep
the level of disutility constant. They are concave to the origin, imply-
ing an increasing marginal rate of substitution between risk and ex-
L
4.8
pected borrowing costs. Finally, the indifference curves represent
higher levels of disutility as one moves out from the origin.
The opportunity locus faced by each potential foreign borrower is
depicted by the straight line connecting pointsand K, representing
the various combinations of borrowing from other foreigners (asso-
ciated with an expected borrowing rate ofand zero variance) and
borrowing from Americans (associated with an expected borrowing
rate ofand a variance of inthat rate). This variance is asso-
ciated with the expected borrowing rate on loans from Americans for
two reasons. First, there is the chance of an exchange gain or loss if
the loan is denominated in dollars and the foreign borrowers do not
cover in the forward market. Second, there is the possibility that bor-
rowing from Americans could alienate or dry up home sources of
credit for the foreign debtor. Thus, in order to keep his home lines of
credit open, it is conceivable that the foreign debtor may never want
to do all his borrowing from the United States)'
Bryant and Hendershott argue [5, p. 7], that the variance associated with borrowing
costsmaylead tothediversification of liabilitieseven domestically.
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Under these assumptions, the expected cost of borrowing on the
borrower's total portfolio of liabilities, and the variance in that
rate, 0B,canbe represented as
= VK/L; (5)
= (since 0), (6)
where L represents total liabilities of foreign debtors, and V is the ratio
of borrowings from Americans to total borrowings.
The optimum ratio, of foreign short-term liabilities owed to
Americans to total liabilities is that associated with point Q'inFigure
2, where the slope of the indifference curve, is equal to the
slope of the opportunity locus, — Substituting (5) and (6)
into (4') and differentiating totally to derive the first of these two slopes,
setting it equal to the slope of the opportunity locus, and solving for
V", gives
1)2 = g1 < 0 and g2 > 0(7)
+ —Ri.) —
The stated algebraic condition required for the partial derivatives to
have their expected signs (g1 < 0 and g2 > 0) can be represented in
terms of Figure 2 by the requirement that point Q'besuch that the
equilibrium slope of the price line will have an absolute value greater
than one. This condition is necessary to ensure that the well-known
"perverse wealth effect" associated with quadratic preference func-
tions (implying that risk-aversion increases as the net wealth level rises
or net debt decreases) does not swamp the substitution effect stemming
from the change in the relative costs of borrowing at home and abroad.'2
The satisfaction of this condition is assumed throughout the analysis
in this paper and is supported by the empirical results.
Finally, we must explain the role of the shift-parameter, if'. From
(4'), above, the derivative of the slope of the indifference curve with
respect to this parameter, 6 j 6iJi,ispositive, implying aflatten- \aR8,/
2Fora discussionof this and other problems associated with the quadratic utility
function,see Leviri {i6, Appendix B].THE OUTFLOW OF SHORT-TERM FUNDS FROM THE U.S.•261
ing," or counterclockwise rotation, of each indifference curve as
increases.An increase inin other words, implies a greater weight
given to the expected cost of borrowing,as compared to the weight
given the variance in that cost, (TB,inthe borrower's disutility function.
Since the expected cost of borrowing abroad is smaller, and the vari-
ance associated with this cost greater than for domestic borrowing, an




A. THE GENERAL FORM
The portfolio-balance approach to foreign investment implies
that, at any point in time, the stock of short-term foreign assets held by
American lenders K, is equal to K =(W)(A),so that the observed
capital flow, AK, over any time interval is equal to
FS + FF, (8)
where the first term, FS, is defined as the stock-adjustmentcomponent
and is the change in American holdings of foreign short-term assets
caused by changes in the determinants of the portfolio ratio; and the
second term, FF, is defined as the floiv-adjustment component, or the
steady-state flow which results from the need to maintain the desired
portfolio ratio as the size of the portfolios of Americans increases.




In estimating the stock- and flow-adjustment components of the
total flow of short-term capital, we require some relationship between
the desired ratio, W*, and the observed ratio, W. We postulate such a
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relationshipin the form of a partial-adjustment model, assuming that
asset-holders adjust their portfolio ratio in any given time-period by
some fraction of the difference between the desired proportion of fOr-
eign assets, and the proportion held at the beginning of the
period, That is,
(12a)
where 4)isthe speed of adjustment, and
(12b)
The model described in Section 2 above generates not a desired
stock of foreign assets in absolute terms but a desired portfolio ratio
of foreign to total risky assets. When a linearized version of the result-
ing equation (12b) is utilized for estimating purposes, it carries an im-
plicit assumption that the wealth elasticity of demand for such foreign
assets is unity, when the total portfolio of risky assets, A, is taken as
the appropriate measure of wealth.'4 We are assuming, in other words,
that any increase in the scale-variable A will, ceteris paribus, increase
the desired stock of foreign short-term assets in the same proportion.
Furthermore, the formulation of the adjustment mechanism between
actual and desired stocks given in (12a) and (12b), above, implies that
this scale-adjustment, unlike adjustments to changes in the determi-
nants of the desired portfolio-ratio, takes place without any lag, en-
tirely within one quarter.15
To derive a reduced-form solution for our system, we first redefine
W'1' as WI =KI/A,the Americans' desired demand for foreign short-
term assets as a fraction of all risky assets held by them. Then we
transform the foreign debt ratio, V" = (where is foreign
desired short-term borrowings from Americans) into W =(L/A)
(K'/L) =K'/A,the foreign desired supply of short-term assets to us
Experiments utilizing a distributed lag, rather than a one-period lag, version of the
partial-adjustment model suggested that the latter assumption correctly reflects in-
4 vestors'behavior.
See Bryant and Hendershott [5, pp. 10—12], for a discussion of this linear-homo-
geneity assumption in the mean-variance framework.
°Inorder to check for the possibility of a lag in the adjustment of Wtochanges in
its denominator, Athevariable was included as an explanatory variable in a
number of equations. It was never significantly different from zero; indeed, the (-ratio
associated with it was always less than one. We are grateful to Patric Hendershott for
this suggestion.THE OUTFLOW OF SHORT-TERM FUNDS FROM THE U.S.•263
as a fraction of the total A merican portfolio. We then assume that L/A
can be considered a constant over the time-period under consideration.
This assumption is an arbitrary one, of course, but it is necessitated
by the lack of direct information on the universe of foreign liabilities, L.
Some indirect and very general evidence on the extent to which this
assumption conforms with, or deviates from, reality may be inferred
from the success or failure of the estimating equations based on it.
Next, assume that foreign debtors use a partial-adjustment process
in adjusting to changes in the explanatory variables in (7) but adjust




since Wst_k= (LIA)g_k(Vt_k) for allk, and is assumed to be
constant for all t.
B. THE EXPLANATORY VARIABLES: DEMAND
in order to utilize equation (3) in developing an estimating equation
for the portfolio-ratio, W, we require measurable proxies for the
arguments of that function, and We have chosen the
current yield on ninety-day U.S. Treasury bills as the proxy for
the expected yield on domestic assets.
in acquiring a short-term foreign asset, the American potential
lender has three choices: he can purchase foreign assets denominated
in dollars, in which case the expected rate of return is the stated rate
of interest on such loans, defined here as i,(; he can purchase an asset
e denominatedin foreign currency and hedge by purchasing a forward
contract, in which case his expected return depends on the relation-
ship between the spot and forward rates of exchange, (both in
dollars per unit of foreign exchange), as well as on iK; or he can purchase
•a anasset denominated in foreign currency without hedging, in which
case his expected rate of return depends not only onbuton the re-
lationship between the present spot rate of exchange and the rate he
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expectsto prevail at the time the asset matures, Thus, the cx-
pected rate of return on a portfolio of foreign assets can be expressed
as
+ + — 1]+ +— 1],(14)
where the a's represent the proportions of dollar-denominated, hedged-
foreign -currency-denominated,and unhedged-foreign -currency-de-
nominated assets, respectively, in the total portfolio of short-term
foreign assets. In general functional form we have
(15)
Note that 1Kisnot observable, but sinceisdetermined endogenously
in the model, it can be eliminated in the process of deriving a reduced-
form equation for W. This, however, prevents us from estimating an
equation for 'Kand,consequently, we lack sufficient information to
obtain empirical estimates of the coefficients in the behavior equations.
Discussion of the proxies for and ispostponed until later in
this paper.
One of the basic assumptions of our model is that the riskiness of
domestic assets, crD,is inversely correlated with deviations in the
Gross National Product of the United States from its long-term
trend. We have discussed the a priori reasons for postulating such a
relationship, as well as the statistical evidence in support of it, else-
4
where[19]. Here we simply hypothesize that one of the major determi-
nants of the riskiness of American assets, taken as a whole, is the
deviation of GNP from its long-run trend value in a given quarter.
Finally, since risk is a manifestation of imperfect information, the
risk-estimate associated with an asset should diminish as information
concerning the probable return on the asset increases. For this reason,
we hypothesize that there has been a secular downward trend in
stemming from the increase in knowledge and communications, which
symbolizes the gradual movement toward integration of international
short-term capital markets since World War II. Finally, the Voluntary
Credit Restraint program (VRP) imposed by the United States govern-
ment in the second quarter of 1965 and expanded several times since
then, can be assumed to have increased the riskiness of foreign lend-
ing because of considerable uncertainty about its application and en-THE OUTFLOW OF SHORT-TERM FUNDS FROM THE U.S.•265
forcement. Furthermore, the VRP should also raisebecause these
restrictions prevent lenders from allocating their foreign portfolios
in what they regard as an optimal manner; itis frequently asserted
that these regulations have lowered the quality of foreign assets in
American portfolios by discriminating against low-risk borrowers in
the advanced countries. For VRP we use a dummy variable, which is
zero until the first quarter of 1965 and unity from the second quarter
of 1965 on.16
Substituting the various proxies just described for
and tyKinto(3), we have
F(iK, Y, VRP, T).
°
(16)
If we now linearize, and transform the expression forinto one for
W(1 by means of the partial-adjustment mechanism of (12a) and (l2b),
the demand equations for W, the ratio of short-term foreign to total
risky assets in the portfolios of American lenders, and for the change
in that ratio, AW, are 17
+ + +
—a))+ aliK + + + a4R7,
+
+ a5 Y + a6VRP + a7T + (1 — (17)
Theuse of a dummy variable for VRP, along with the partial-adjustment assumption
given in (12a), implies that the VRP did not exert its full effect immediately. This is
consistent with the statements of A. Brimmer [4], who, as Assistant Secretary of Corn-
merce for Economic Affairs, was the first administrator and "salesman" of the VFCR
program.
In order to obtain the expressions for each of the a1 coefficients, it is necessary to
obtain linear approximations to each of our equations, notably (3) and (15), by using a
Taylor's expansion for each, and dropping all higher-order terms. Define such expan-
sions for (3) and (IS) as (3') and (IS'). The discussion in the text implies (omitting the
constant terms in Taylor's expansions)
<0
and
UK = OK[ VRP, TJ + UK2< 0
Substituting these two equations and (IS') into (3'), and then placing (3) into (12b)
and (12a), gives the following coefficients for equations (17) and (18)
atfp >0; a,41fp2>0; 0;
e a4t5JH1ZO:
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and
= ao + aliK + + +
+a5Y + a6VRP+a7T — (18)
where the expected sign of the effect of each explanatory variable's
impact on Wd is given above that variable's coefficient.
C. THE EXPLANATORY VARIABLES: SUPPLY
From (7), and the additional assumption that L/A can be regarded
• as a constant, we have W' as a function of a-, and the shift-
variable, ii,.the variance associated with the costs of borrowing by
• foreigners in their own countries, is excluded because it is zero by r
assumption. s
• In determining the appropriate proxies for the debtors' ex- t
pected cost of borrowing in the American market, we must remember
that the potential foreign borrower, like the potential American lender, C
has three alternatives. He can contract a loan from an American lender
• denominated in his own currency, in which case the expected cost is
the going rate of interest on such loans, 1K•'8Hecan make a contract
denominated in dollars and hedge in the forward market, making the
ratio between forward and spot exchange rates part of his expected
borrowing costs. He can make a dollar-denominated contract without
hedging, in which case his expected costs are a function of the rela-
tionship between the expected future spot rate and the present spot
rate, as well as of Thus,the expected borrowing costs (in
percentage terms) associated with his total liabilities to Americans
can be expressed as
(I+ 11 (1+ii,(l9a) j j
IS Thisformulation assumes that the nominal rate of interest,onloans from the
United States is the same for dollar-denominated and foreign-currency-denominated
• liabilities of the same type, with any differences in expected costs among the three al-
ternative ways of borrowing from the United States being reflected in the forward pre-
mium or discount and/or the expected change in the spot rate.
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where, analogous with (14), they's represent the proportions of foreign- r
• currency-denominated loans, unhedged dollar-denominated loans, and
• hedged dollar-denominated loans, respectively.'9 In general functional
• form, we have
•
• = fT1(iK, r,/r9). (19b)
I U
Asa proxy for theexpected cost of short-term money in the
home markets of the short-term borrowers, we use a simple arithmetic
average of representative short-term rates of interest in four major
recipient countries. For Canada and the United Kingdom this rate
is the Treasury bill rate; for Japan and West Germany it is the call
- moneyrate.2°
Our implementation of the model is incomplete because we have
no observable proxy for thevariance that foreign debtors as-
sociate with borrowing from Americans. There are reasons to believe
• that this variance, like that on the lenders' side, may bear some re-
•- lationshipto aggregate economic variables in the borrowers' home
country,2' but we have not been able, as yet, to specify the nature of
-
- theserelationships in a testable form.
Finally, we must offer some economic interpretation of the shift-
variablerepresentingthe relative importance assigned to expected
cost as opposed to considerations of risk in the foreign borrowers'
preference functions. Any increase in the need for dollars (as opposed
• to a need for funds in general) should increase the debtors' preference
• for borrowing from Americans; that is, decrease qi.Totest this hypoth-
esis, we utilize here three alternative proxies of "the demand for dollar-
-'I import financing": exports from the United States; "net" exports from
• "Note (a)that the relationshipbetweenthese weights and those of equation (14),
namely, the proportion of U.S. short-term foreign assets denominated in dollars, a,,
must equal the proportion of foreign liabilities denominated in dollars, y. +and vice
I versa; (b) that this formulation rests on the simplifying assumption that borrowers in the
rest of the world do not contract foreign liabilities in any market other than that of the
I United States: and (c) that in (14) would necessarily equal in (14a) only if ex-
pectations were the same for creditors and debtors, and if all the -y's in (l9a) and a's in
I (14) were equal to
29We are grateful to Patric H. Hendershott of Purdue University for making the
Japanese interest-rate series available to us.
21 Bryant and Hendershott [5, pp. 32—331 suggest, for example, that the aggregate
ratio of deposits to net worth for all Japanese banks is one of the determinants of their
short-term foreign borrowing.r
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the United States, defined as exports minus American direct investment
abroad (reflecting the assumption that exports associated with such
investment are automatically financed and, therefore, generate no
additional demand for short-term trade credit); and imports of the rest
of the world (world imports as reported by the International Monetary
Fund minus imports into the United States), on the assumption that
much of the world's trade is financed by dollar loans from the United
States. The hypothesis is, of course, that an increase in any of these
proxies will decrease tji and increase W7. We shall refer to the trade
variable as X.
Linearizing and making substitutions into (7) and (13b) analogous
to those for (16) and (17), we derive the equations forand 22
— + + + + +
=b0+ bliK+ + + + b5X+ (1— (20)
— + + + +. +
b0+ bilK + + b3rf/r3 + + b5X — (21)
where 6 is the speed-of-adjustment coefficient.
D. THE REDUCED-FORM ESTIMATING EQUATION
Although=Wj'only under conditions of full equilibrium, W3
and Wd must, under the assumptions made here concerning the rela-
tionship between V and be equal during all observation periods.
This fact enables us to derive an estimating equation for W =W5=Wd
by solving equations (17) and (20) forsetting the two expressions
equal to each other, and then solving the resulting expression for W
22Again,use a truncated Taylor's expansion for (7) and (19b)—caIl them (7') and
(19b')—then note that our discussion implies
L/A—k. lk=constant
Substitute these and (l9b')into(7') and the resulting equation into (13b) (noting the
transition from V*to given on page 262) to get the following coefficients for the
in (20) and (21):
<0;b2=ökg1fl2>0; b3=23kg,03>0;
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• (==Wd).The resulting reduced-form equation for W, and the cor-
• responding one for are23





+ + — ±
p
+ ± —
+A5Y + A6VRP + A7X + A8T + (23)
where the signs over each of the coefficients have the meaning already
described and are derived from the signs associated a priori with the
coefficients of the underlying demand and supply equations.
The proxies used to represent the independent variables of equa-
tions (22) and (23) have been described in the two preceding sections.
We must still, however, describe the measures used to calculate ob-
served values of the dependent variable, W, the ratio of short-term for-
eign assets to total risky assets in the portfolios of American lenders.
The numerator of W is K, the outstanding stock of short-term foreign
assets held by American banks and nonfinancial institutions at the end
of each quarter. Unfortunately, this series, as published, involves se-
rious problems of comparability. The reporting coverage changed sev-
era! times during the period under investigation, with a particularly
sharp increase in the number of banks reporting taking place in 1964-
23TheA, coefficients in (22) and (23) are
b,a0 —b0a,> a2b, —b2a, a3b, — b3a
A0= A,= >0, >0.
b,—a, b, —a, b, — a
a4b, —a1b4 a5b,
A5 = <0, A4 = >0, A5= <0,
b1—a, b, —a, b1 — a
a4b, —b5a, a7b,
A0 = <0, A7= >0, A8 = >0, b—a b—a, b1—a,
A9=b(1 ——a(I
>0, (A9— 1). b—a
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IV.24 We have taken this problem into account by utilizing two alter-
native measures of K, and therefore of W, which represent the two
extreme assumptions regarding the nature of the discontinuity involved.
The first measure of W simply uses the published data without adjust-
ment, making the implicit assumption that firms reporting for the first
time are also holding short-term foreign assets for the first time. The
second, or revised, measure of W uses a K series adjusted by a tech-
nique based on the assumption that the newly reporting firms would
have increased the total stock of foreign short-term assets in all periods
(prior to the one in which they first report) by the same proportion as
they raise the total in the first period in which they do report.25 It is
highly probable that the truth lies somewhere between these extreme
assumptions, but as we shall see, the qualitative nature of our regres-
sion results is not affected when we substitute the adjusted for the un-
adjusted K in the dependent variables W and
W
ofall risky assets held by American investors, but of a subset of
such assets which, in our judgment, is representative of the universe
of assets considered as alternatives by actual or potential holders of
short-term foreign assets.26 Actually, we have tested here two alter-
native subsets of the relevant universe of assets. The first, which places
a relatively greater weight on short-term assets, includes short-term
U.S. government securities and the "bank loans, n.e.c." and "other
loans" categories of the flow-of-funds tables compiled by the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System. The second, more inclu- e
sive grouping, containing more long-term assets, consists of the fore-
going plus long-term securities of the U.S. government, state and local bj
a;
24Bryant and Hendershott [5, Appendix B] explain the reason for this jump: "When
banks learned in February, 1965, that their allowable voluntary 'ceilings' for foreign
assets would be expressed as a percentage of a base taken as their total foreign assets
at 1964, the banks showed somewhat more interest in reporting their f
foreignassets carefully than they had shown in the past. ... Total claims on all foreigners
wereincreased by over 8 per cent in the December 1964 revisions."
25The difference between the unrevised and the revised figures for any period is that
the totals for the former exclude, and those for the latter include, the value of assets
held by institutions reporting for the first time. The adjustment technique used here is a
special case of the one used by Bryant and Hendershott [5] and described in detail in
their Appendix B.
26 The reasons for using such a "representative subset," and the difficulties associated at
with its selection, are discussed in Miller and Whitman [19].
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• government securities, mortgages, and corporate and foreign bonds.
• Obviously, the choice of any particular combination of assets as
the denominator of Wissomewhat arbitrary, since we do not know for
certain what the actual or potential holders of short-term foreign as-
• sets regard as relevant alternatives; our choice of assets has been
guided, however, by the fact that American banks hold most (70 per
cent—80 per cent) of the American short-term claims on foreigners.
Fortunately, the relationships suggested by our regression analysis are
apparently not very sensitive to the precise specification of the rele-
vant universe of risky assets.27
In summary, we have four measures of the portfolio ratio: W,
WR, W', and WR'. The WR and WR' measures use the adjustment
process for K described above. W uses the more inclusive denomi-




We report in Table 1 a number of ordinary least-squares regression
estimates of the reduced-form equation forW, using several variants
of the foreign-asset ratio, W, and several different proxies for a num-
ber of the explanatory variables'described above. The coefficients and
associated t-ratios in the corresponding equations for W are identical
to those shown, except for that associated with W1_1. We have chosen
to report the equations forW rather than those for W because we
feel that R2's associated with the latter are more meaningful; those as-
sociated with W are all over .98, as is often the case with time-series
regression.
The adjusted coefficients of determination tend to be slightly higher
27 Obviously,the magnitude of the coefficient associated with each explaiiatory vari-
able will differ with different specifications of W, if for no other reason than that the
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for the ratio with the more inclusive group of "alternative" domestic
assets in the denominator, W and WR, than forW' and WR'; and
they are somewhat higher for the unrevised than for the revised series
in each case, but in no case is the R2 difference substantial. The Dur-
bin-Watson statistics, on the other hand, are more frequently closer to
2.0 in the case of the equations based on revised W's, suggesting that
the procedure of adjusting for discontinuities has somehow served to
destroy some of the correlation in the residuals. But, given the bias
inherent in the Durbin-Watson statistic in equations of this type, we
p
cannotmake much of these differences.28 In general, our results suggest
that neither the particular arbitrary group of assets chosen to represent
the alternatives considered by short-term foreign lenders, nor the un-
avoidable discontinuities in the data on stocks of short-term foreign
claims, affect the basic nature of the reduced-form relationships sug-
gested by our analysis.
Before discussing each of the explanatory variables in turn, we
should note that all data used were without seasonal adjustment, and
that quarterly dummy variables for the first three-quarters of each year
were included in every equation. These coefficients have been omitted
from Table 1to save space, but they were always highly significant
with negative coefficients. This is consistent with Branson's findings
[3,. p. 89] that the so-called "window-dressing" withdrawal of foreign
short-term funds from America at the end of each year applies also to
foreign borrowers. Evidently, foreign banks intending to borrow in
the United States will, if possible, time their borrowings to occur at
year-end.
The hypothesis that there is an inverse relationship between the
proportion of short-term foreign assets which American investors want
to hold in their portfolios and the state of the American economy, as
measured by the deviation of GNP from its long-run trend (one of the
central hypotheses of our model), is apparently corroborated by our
regression results. Two variants of this measure were used: GNP it-
self, designated as Y, and a detrended measure of GNP, About
28The value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is biased toward 2 in equations which
include the lagged value of an endogenous variable among the explanatory variables.
20 series represents deviations from a trend value of Y, calculated as Y minus
the antilog of the estimated value of the dependent variable in the following regression
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• the only difference the substitution offorY makes is to reduce the
significance of the constant term always and sometimes the significance
of the coefficient associated with time, T. This effect on the coefficient
• of T is what we might expect, since, when Y is used, T plays two roles
in the equation: to detrend all the other explanatory variables, and to
pick up any secular decrease in gKassociatedwith increasing informa-
tion and familiarity with short-term foreign investment. Since none of
the other explanatory variables has as strong a positive time trend as
Y, the substitution ofeliminatesmuch of the first role ofT. The fact
that its coefficient then becomes insignificant in some of the equations
raises some question about the existence of a secular learning effect
associated with short-term foreign investment.
All of the equations reveal the expected positive relationship be-
tween changes in W and foreign interest rates, as measured by an aver-
age of the short-term rates prevailing in each of four major recipient
countries.30 The t-ratio associated with the average rates of interest
abroad does, however, fall below the 5 per cent significance level in
several equations. We also find the expected negative relationship with
the domestic short-term interest rate; 31thiscoefficient is consistently
significant at the 1 per cent level in a one-tailed test.32
Of the three variants of the proxy for the shift variabk4,: world
imports, exports from the United States, and these exports net of
American direct investment abroad, the latter two have the expected
sign, and are significant at the 5 per cent level in most equations. World
imports has the expected sign, but its t-value tends to be lower. The
• significance of net exports suggests that direct-investment outflows
from the United States do indeed finance some part of its exports,
• whereas the inferiority of "world imports" raises some question about
• the importance of "third-party" trade-financing in American short-
30 The Eurodollar rate, tested as an alternative proxy for borrowing costs in "the rest
of the world," proved far less successful than the one used in the equations reported
here. Kenen [14], who also found the Eurodollar rate surprisingly poor as an explanatory
variable, suggests that this result may stem from the inaccuracy of published figures on
the Eurodollar rate, particularly for the early years of its existence.
An alternative proxy for American interest rates, the yield on corporate bonds,
almost always turned out to be insignificant, whatever the variant of Wusedas the
dependent variable.
32 In cases where the expected sign of the relationship is known a priori, a one-tailed,
rather than a two-tailed, test of significance is appropriate.276 •INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY AND MOVEMENTOF CAPITAL
term lending abroad. But these subsidiary conclusions are highly ten-
tatiVe. The general pattern of relationships leaves little doubt, however,
of the positive relationship between trade variables and the desired
foreign-asset ratio.33
Conspicuous by their absence from Table I are any variables relat-
ing to the foreign-exchange market, namely r1/r8 and Theabsence
of r1/r3 is due to the fact that the equilibrium value for r1/r3 depends in
part on domestic and foreign rates of interest, as well as on the ex-
pected future spot rate, r. (See, e.g., Branson [3, p. 10], Stein [21, p.
51], and Grubel [9, Chap. 6].) Thus, rf 1r8 does not belong as an explana-
tory variable in any regression equation that also contains American
and foreign interest rates and as explanatory variables.
The variable is omitted from Table 1 because we could not
find a proxy for that had a statistically significant coefficient. We
tried two approaches. First, we followed the lead of Branson [3, Chap.
3] by obtaining estimates, of In doing this, we regressed
r/r8 against American and foreign interest rates, exports and imports
of the United States, and lagged values of r1r8.Theestimates
were then used as an explanatory variable in the regression equations
for but the coefficient of P/r3 was never significant. Similar re-
sults were obtained when we used the observed r3,÷1/r5, as a proxy for
on the assumption that all spot rates are correctly anticipated.
One shortcoming of this technique for obtaining a proxy for
is that a regression equation of this nature can never generate an es-
timated that anticipates a major change in the exchange rate if
(cx post) such a change did not occur. Consequently, we tried an al-
ternative approach, wherein variables that might reasonably be ex-
pected to influence expectations about exchange rates were substituted
for Those other proxies were the balance of payments of the
United States, measured on a liquidity basis and lagged one quarter,
and changes in the combined international-reserve position of the four
major recipient countries. Neither of these was successful. In con-
clusion, either we have not found the correct proxy for r/r. or else







Regressionswere also run which tested the hypotheses: (a) that trade credit may
lead or lag behind the trade flows; and (b) that trade credit lasts longer than ninety days.
i.e., that a moving sum of trade determines the stock of trade credit outstanding. Neither
of these hypotheses was supported by the data.
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American citizens and foreign debtors in the market for short-term
loans from the United States.
• The dummy variable for the Voluntary Credit Restraint program
• (VRP), which affects the riskiness of foreign assets, gave better re-
sults. It was always significant at the 5 per cent level; and usually at
the1 per cent level, with the expected negative sign. Finally, the co-
efficient of the lagged value of the dependent variable, is always
highly significant, with the negative sign implied by our partial-adjust-
ment hypothesis. In a structural equation, the absolute value of this
coefficient is the "speed of adjustment," the proportion of the dis-
crepancy between the desired and the actual W that is eliminated in
any given quarter. In our reduced-form equation, the coefficient of
is a type of weighted average of the speeds of adjustment of the bor-
• rower and the lender, so that its absolute value lies between thatof the
• . speed-of-adjustmentcoefficient in the Americans' demand equation,
I 4),andthat of the corresponding coefficient in the foreigners' supply
equation, & The absolute value of this coefficient ranged from .25 to
•
•54•34
s If, as our theory implies, the equilibrium W* depends on the levels
-- ofthe explanatory variables in the American and foreign behavior
r equations, then the total change in W (from one equilibrium position
to another) will depend on changes in these explanatory variables.
Thus, in a growing world, if speeds of adjustment were very high, i.e.,
- if4)= Iin (17) and =Iin (20), then the observed would depend
f on changes in the explanatory variables but not on W,_1. If, however,
I- the speeds of adjustment are low (as our regression coefficients for
suggest), then is determined by W5_1 and by the levels of the
•d explanatory variables, rather than by changes in them. This does not,
e however, contradict the view that the portfolio decision (for both
1, debtor and creditor) is essentially a stock phenomenon. If a once-for-
all change in an explanatory variable took place in a situation of steady-
t
1—
Thespeeds of adjustment implied by these coefficients seem rather low for short-
f
termcapital transactions; such a puzzling long adjustment-lag has been noted by a num-
ber of investigators using estimating equations containing an autoregressive term. That
these lags must be taken with more than a grain of salt is suggested by the fact that they
are extremely sensitive to the period of observation. Typically, regressions based on
if quarterly data will imply slower speeds of adjustment than those based on monthly
data, and those based on annual data yield even larger estimates of the adjustment lag.
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state growth, the value of the resulting EkW would (if we abstract from
any time trend in W) gradually approach zero, since the negative in-
fluence of in our regression equation (23) eventually would just
cancel the positive influence of all the other explanatory variables.
B. ESTIMATING THE SHORT-TERM CAPITAL FLOW
Our model requires that we do not directly estimate the aggregate
outflow of short-term capital from the United States, AK, but, rather,
the stock-adjustment (PS) and flow-adjustment (FF) components taken
separately. To do this, we calculate the observed values of FS and FF,
using the observed values of W, AW, A, and AA, following (10) and
(11) above. These values are given in Table 2 below. The mean of FF
is $132.8 million, while the algebraic mean of FS is $109 million, which
implies that on the average, the flow-adjustment component accounted
for 55 per cent of the quarterly capital outflow. Note, however, that
the mean of FS is low because FS has many negative values. The mean
of the absolute values of FS is million, so that fluctuations in
the total flow are determined primarily by PS.
Next, we calculated a series of estimated values, FS and FF, using
the observed values of A and AA —sincethese are determined exoge-
nously—but the estimated values of AWforeach time-period yielded
by the regression equation (4) in Table 1, and estimates of H;'fromthe
corresponding equation for W. The resulting regression equations are
FF= l.0006FF, fR2= 999
(3.79.46) 1,DW =2.314 (24)
and
FS = =.832
(13.8305). low= 2.223 (25)
The coefficient of the independent variable is, in each case, posi-
tIve, highly significant, and not significantly different from one, as is
implied by our specification of the underlying model.
The final step is to see how well our theory and the regression
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TABLE 2
(
A Breakdown of Short-Term Capital Outflows
from the United States, 1959—1967
(billionsof dollars)








1961— 1 .1492 .0080
II .3 142 .0842
111 .0472 .1259
IV .3726 .1411
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short-term capital owned by residents of the United States. This is
done in two ways: first, by adding our estimates ofandtogether
to form an estimate of the capital flow and regressing this sum against
• the observed flow; and second, by including F"F and FS as separate
• variables in a regression equation with the actual flow. The results are




(13.1) (6.5) 2.19 (27)
The results are virtually the same, with none of the regression coeffi-
cients differing significantly from unity.
C. SOME IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGES IN EXPLANATORY VARIABLES
I-
Thissection attempts to suggest the relative effects of changes in
the GNP of the United States, the U.S. Treasury bill rate, and foreign
short-term interest rates on the quarterly flow of American short-term
capital. This will be done, using the empirical results from equation
(4) in Table I, by first calculating the long-run effects of these three
explanatory variables on W (by dividing each of the relevant regres-
sion coefficients by the coefficient of and then tracing the influ- A
enceof this change in W on FF and FS. The resulting magnitudes give
only the roughest type of estimates, since they fail to take into account
the effects on FF and FS of changes in other explanatory variables that
might be induced by changes in GNP and foreign or domestic rates of
interest.
To find the effects of changes inandon capital flows, V
wemust compute
= +
=(&A + =1.162± .020,'Al
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and
= +
= + (8W/6RD)(A.A) =—.542—.009.
The bars over A and &4 indicate that we have taken their average
values. Notice that an increase in the foreign rate of 1 per cent will
ultimately increase the stock-adjustment component of the capital
flow, FS, by $1,162 million, and will increase the flow-adjustment
component, FF, by $20 million per quarter for each succeeding period.
In contrast, an increase in the domestic rate of 1 per cent will eventually
decrease FS by $542millionand FF by $9 million, the latter for each
succeeding quarter. Finally, we have estimated the importance of a
change in Y7 on capital flows and have found that
= + =—.148+ 0.
Thus, an increase of $1 billion in the GNP of the United States will
lower FS by a total of $148 million and will have no significant effect
on FF.35 The domination of the stock-adjustment terms, noted in each
of the three estimates just given, is consistent with the simulated
findings of Willett and Forte [24] for short-term flows and with the




AND SOURCES OF DATA
Expected return on the portfolio of risky assets held by
American investors who are actual or potential holders
of short-term foreign assets
Variance of
R7) Expected return on risky U.S. assets; approximated by
35Theterm = + =0 because the first term
) is negative and various regression estimates of give a positive second term
that, on the average, just cancels the first.282 •INTERNATIONALMOBILITY AND MOVEMENT OF CAPITAL
the U.S. Treasury bill rate. Source: International Fi-
nancial Statistics
Variance of
Expected return on foreign short-term assets, from the
point of view of U.S. lenders
Variance of
Expected cost of borrowing from the United States,
from the point of view of foreign borrowers
Variance of
Expected cost of borrowing from foreign lenders, from
the point of view of foreign borrowers; approximated by
a simple arithmetic average of the following rates:
Canada and United Kingdom, Treasury bill rate; Ger-
many and Japan, call money rate. Sources: Canada,
Germany, United Kingdom, International Financial
Japan, unpublished data provided by P.
Hendershott
o$ Variance of=0
Total expected cost of borrowing for those foreign
debtors who are actual or potential short-term borrowers
from the U.S.
Variance of
K End-of-quarter stock of short-term claims on foreigners
4
heldby American banks and nonfinancial insitutions.
Source: U.S. Treasury Bulletin
D Domestic risky assets held by U.S. investors
Change in K; the quarterly net-outflow of short-term
U.S. capital
A' End-of-quarter stock of: short-term U.S. government j
securities;bank loans, n.e.c.; and other loans. Source:
unpublished data of the Board of Governors of the Fed-
eral Reserve System, provided by S. Taylor and J.
• Berry of the Flow of Funds Section
A A' plus end-of-quarter stock of: long-term U.S. govern-
• ment securities; state and local government securities;
•: mortgages; and corporate and foreign bonds. Source:
same as forA'
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W =K/A;W'=K/A'
WR & WR' W and W', using the K adjusted for discontinuities by
the procedure described in the text
L Total liabilities of those foreign debtors who are actual
or potential borrowers from the U.S. on a short-term
basis
V =K/L
Wd & W8The portfolio ratio demanded by American creditors
and supplied by foreign debtors
W" & V* Desired values of W and V
4)& Speeds of adjustment for American investors and
• foreign debtors in reaching their optimum portfolios
Nominal rate of interest on short-term loans of U.S.
• capital to foreigners
Parameter in foreign debtors' disutility functions that
shiftswith the need for dollar loans for financing
international trade
X Theoretical measure of the trade that foreigners wish to
finance via short4erm loans from the United States;
empirical proxies are WIMP, EXP, and NEXP
r11r8 Ratioof the forward rate to the spot rate of exchange,
in dollars per unit of foreign exchange
• Ratioof the expected future spot rate to the current 4
• spot rate
FF =(W)(&4)=theflow-adjustment component of the total
capital flow
FS = =thestock-adjustment component of the total
A A capitalflow
• EF & ESEstimated values of FF and ES
T Time
Y Quarterly U.S. GNP, not seasonally adjusted. Source:
Survey of Current Business
Deviations of Y from its time trend over the period
1959-I—1967-IV, calculated by method described in
footnote 29
VRP Dummy variable for U.S. Voluntary Credit Restraint
program
•0--
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WIMP Rest of world importsworld imports minus U.S.
imports; not seasonally adjusted. Source: International
Financial Statistics
EXP Merchandise exports from the United States; not sea-
sonally adjusted. Source: Survey of Current Business
NEXP EXP minus direct foreign investment by residents of the
United States. Source: Survey of Current Business
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